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ABSTRACT 
Driving can be a lonely activity. While there has been a 
lot of research and technical inventions concerning car-to-
car communication and passenger entertainment, there is 
still little work concerning connecting drivers. Whereas 
tourism is very much a social activity, drive tourists and 
road trippers have few options to communicate with 
fellow travelers. Our study is placed at the intersection of 
tourism and driving. It aims to enhance the trip 
experience during driving through social interaction. This 
paper explores how a mobile application that allows 
instant messaging between travelers sharing similar 
context can establish a temporary, ad hoc community and 
enhance the road trip experience. A prototype was 
developed and evaluated in various user and field studies. 
The study’s outcomes are relevant for the design of future 
mobile tourist guides that benefit from community 
design, social encounters and recommendations. 

Author Keywords 
Drive tourism; serendipity; recommendation; automotive 
user interfaces; connectedness; urban informatics; social 
encounters; social navigation 

ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5.2. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., 
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INTRODUCTION 
One of the most infamous sentences when driving is: 
“Are we there yet?” Especially children are likely to get 
bored when traveling even when the distance is not far. 
Yet, also to grown-ups a route can become rather dull 
especially when being alone in the car. The craving for an 
opportunity to communicate with others during a long, 
lonely drive has a long history. In the pre-mobile phone 
era, this desire was especially felt by truckers who 
sometimes spent weeks on the roads. Their only way of 
communicating with others were rest areas. For them the 
invention of the Citizens’ Band-radio (CB-radio) 
provided an opportunity to connect with other drivers. 
The system allowed short-distance communication 

between individuals on 40 channels. Although still being 
used today by truckers, CB-radio has increasingly lost 
relevance with the rise of mobile devices. It has even 
been said that “it is dead” (Dvorak, 2009). One of the 
most interesting aspects about CB-radio is the inherent 
user motivation since truckers were not obliged to use it 
and contribute information to other drivers. There was no 
payoff except for the “feeling of connectedness” 
(Poniewozik, 2011). This paper explores through the 
evaluation of a prototype whether mobile applications can 
create or enhance this feeling and make drives a more 
social activity. 

Humans like to belong to a group (McKenzie, 1924). 
However, this belonging implies connectedness to a 
group. Whenever we are not connected, we feel alone. 
This explains one of the main reasons for the striking 
success of social networks such as Facebook 
(Weinschenk, 2009). But how do we use social networks 
on the road? Most communication tools were designed 
for text input. Various studies have shown that texting 
while driving is not safe (Basacik et al., 2012; Hosking et 
al., 2007; Sherzan, 2010). Furthermore, there has been 
evidence that also talking on the phone takes up a great 
amount of cognitive load (Fodness & Murray, 1998), 
making driving dangerous. The work we present in this 
paper explores design requirements for establishing ad-
hoc communities among drive tourists.  

Drive tourists are tourists who are on a road trips. As 
tourists we define people who come to an area unfamiliar 
to them during their leisure time with the objective to 
explore and learn about this particular area.  

We begin this paper by providing some background 
information on recent developments to the ways tourists 
plan their holiday. Parallel to the emergence of social 
networks, there has been a clear shift of trust regarding 
the source of recommendations for holidays. Instead of 
relying on published sources or travel agencies, people 
nowadays tend to turn to friends and acquaintances for 
advice. A second trend that has been prevalent is the 
preference of content filtered according to relevance (i.e. 
context) and personal interests in favor to getting as much 
information as available. A third section addresses the 
influence social media and the Internet in general have on 
the way people perceive their holidays and how this also 
influences expectations and requirements for a 
satisfactory vacation. Consecutively, we report on the 
iterative process that led to the design of a mobile 
prototype. In order to validate our concept, we conducted 
a field trial. Despite some limitations in the study design, 
our results show that the concept is able to establish a 
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feeling of connectedness between participants. Moreover, 
the use of both audio and text-based messaging is 
appreciated. A relevant finding in this respect is further 
that participants noted that they are hesitant to 
communicate with strangers with audio as it reveals a lot 
about their personality and person in general. The paper 
concludes with a summary of our findings. 

RELATED WORK 
Recent literature covers trends in tourism and mobile 
tourist guides. First, we look at how tourists search for 
information by providing an overview of the most 
important data sources such as published means and 
online sources. Another section highlights the increasing 
importance of context-awareness and the benefit of 
location-aware applications. A third section discusses 
how audio can be used to minimize visual distraction for 
both tourism and in-car systems. Section four comments 
on how the Internet has changed our perception of 

holidays  As we claim that the application developed in 
the context of this study encourages “serendipitous road 
trips,” the fifth section provides both a brief definition as 
well as an interpretation of the term serendipity. 

Searching for information 

The quest for a plan on how to make the most of one’s 
holidays (e.g., seeing as many sights as possible) is 
commonly referred to as the Tourist Trip Design Problem 
(Vansteenwegen & Van Oudheusden, 2007). Finding 
automatically generated solutions for this problem has 
been the objective of various studies (Garcia et al., 2007; 
Souffriau et al., 2008).  

Although information can be acquired from various 
channels, tourists usually have to rely on details that they 
can only assume to be accurate. Gursoy et al. (2004) 
noted that as the involvement of tourists increases, they 
are likely to make use of more than one source and 
combine these sources for their information search. 

Published information 
The most important sources of information in the 
category of traditional means or published information 
are guidebooks and maps (Brown & Chalmers, 2003). A 
clear advantage of print-out guidebooks is their structured 
and standardized form that offers detailed descriptions at 
a glance (Brown & Chalmers, 2003). Bieger and Laesser 
found that information from professional (traditional) 
sources only play a significant role when making a 
definite decision or for non-standardized tours (Bieger & 
Laesser, 2004). 

In general, tourists only seldom head for a specific 
location but more often for a general area or direction. 
Findings from our previous studies with tourists suggest 
that tourists are open to last-minute suggestions on where 
to go and are likely to amend their plans in favor of 
recommendations from fellow tourists. 

Online information 
Next to personal recommendations from friends and 
relatives, the Internet has grown to be the most used 
source for travel-related information in the pre-trip phase 
(Bieger & Laesser, 2004). In fact, the number of 
Europeans who use the Internet to plan their holidays 

(59%) outnumber those who do not (Poniewozik, 2011). 
By tailoring data based on interests, users are only 
presented relevant content (Newhagen & Rafaeli, 1996). 
However, if online services fail to offer such a tailoring, 
searching through the overwhelming amount of 
information the Internet offers can become frustrating 
(Radosevich, 1997; Stolz, 1999).  

In contrast to published means, which are static and 
convey information through the lens of marketers, by 
supporting many different forms of communication 
(search engines, online travel booking sites, destination 
websites) the Internet enables users to assert their need 
for information and the way they search within a frame 
that is in line with their personal context (Pan et al., 
2007). This advantage is arguably one of the reasons for 
the increasing importance of online sources including 
social networks and social media. 

Word of mouth 
More than 30 years ago, Brucks (1985) postulated that 
especially tourists unfamiliar with digital sources are 
more likely to rely on recommendations than on any other 
external source. Navigating socially by asking peers and 
people who have previously been to the destination in 
question, tourists can expect to be told relevant and key 
facts tailored to their circumstances (Bilandzic et al., 
2008). Hence, those tourists save themselves the process 
of structuring data. A study conducted by Fodness and 
Muray (1998) found that recommendations from friends 
and relatives ranked most important, whereas travel 
agencies were used only by 8% of the respondents.  

One of the biggest advantages of turning to personal 
information is that in contrast to data from suppliers and 
marketers the content here is provided by tourists whose 
interests overlap to a great extent (i.e. good service, low 
prices). In that sense, social media has gained 
overwhelming popularity as a source for vacation 
planning (Gretzel et al., 2006; Pan et al., 2007). Social 
media can offer collective intelligence that makes the 
content more valuable and relevant than generic content 
that has been written for the masses (Litvin et al., 2008).  

Context-awareness: Relevant information when 
needed 
Preferences of tourists are highly diverse. Even when 
expressing the same needs, for instance for a relaxing 
holiday, these needs may be interpreted entirely different. 
One might find crossing the Alps on foot relaxing as one 
gets the head clear. Someone else might find spending the 
days lying on the beach relaxing. Accordingly, each 
tourist has different information needs. In order to be able 
to filter data in a way that only relevant information 
remains, the first step is knowing what to look for. Using 
technology terms, context serves as a filter and the action 
of filtering is referred to as context-awareness, the 
outcome being the actual recommendation.  

In the vast majority of systems users have to set filter 
parameters themselves. More recently, innovative 
recommendation systems use previous search heuristics 
to display only currently relevant content to the user (e.g. 
(Lamsfus et al., 2010)). As data used for filtering was 
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recorded in the past, this automatic filtering cannot reflect 
ad-hoc/dynamic changes in interests.  

Apart from personal content, environmental context can 
also be used for filtering. This context summarizes 
information and data about the environment (e.g., weather 
condition, GPS coordinates of users or sights as well as 
opening hours). 

Cheverst et al. (2002) aim at incorporating both types of 
context for the computation of tailored tours. The 
research framework Deep Map is an example of how 
different sorts of context and information are used to 
generate personalized tours (Malaka & Zipf, 2000). The 
framework’s goal is to efficiently combine data from 
different sources (websites, reservation system, 
multimedia databases). 

Most mobile tourist guide apps, which allow context-
aware scheduling of activities neither support dynamic 
route generation nor re-configuring routes once they have 
been created. Supporting one of our findings from 
previous studies of this project, Yu and Chang (2009) 
pointed out that tourists have a high frequency of 
rescheduling their trips. Thus, a service is needed which 
does not only provide static context-aware information 
but updates information based on current situations, 
positions, and reacts to change of plans (Scherp & Boll, 
2004).  

Considering tourists’ strong mobility needs, location-
based services are useful for providing tourists with 
information about nearby sights based on the tourist’s 
current position (Barnes, 2003). This information 
primarily includes localizing objects (such as 
accommodation, restaurants or shops). Little work has yet 
been done on finding and connecting people (here 
tourists) based on context. Some location-based services 
further provide information about traveling conditions 
(Yu & Chang, 2009) or allow routing between points of 
interest. According to Yu and Chang, an ideal location-
based planning recommendation service should integrate 
information about (1) tourist’s preferences, needs and 
constraints; (2) location and time; (3) destination and 
attraction. 

Minimising visual distraction using audio 
The great majority of mobile applications is based on 
visual representations. While also significant in mobile 
situations in general (Oulasvirta et al., 2005), the need to 
reduce the load of visual attention is crucial while 
driving. 

In recent years the usage of audio has become more 
popular. For instance, in-car navigation systems use audio 
hints to inform users about upcoming navigation related 
actions. As it reduces the time the user has to look at the 
screen to obtain the sought information (Chittaro & 
Burigat, 2005), audio can help make usage of in-car 
systems safer. However, audio has limitations as well. 
When situations demand long and complex descriptions, 
the cognitive load required from the driver can become 
safety critical (Chittaro & Burigat, 2005). 

With the goal to let tourists learn more about the places 
they visit, Schöning et al. developed a mobile application, 
which generates stories about places along a given route 
that are read out loud when in proximity (Schöning et al., 
2008). Juhlin (2005, 2010) explored the possibilities of 
using audio for users who are driving. His system 
RoadTalk enabled car drivers to annotate the roadside 
with voice messages. The evaluation revealed that users 
preferred audio-based over text-based interactions. Audio 
is increasingly used in both in-car systems and tourism 
applications. While speech-recognition still has to 
overcome technical challenges, several advantages of 
using audio as an output modality have already been 
proven. 

Using screen-based systems while travelling or driving 
shifts the focus away from the user’s surroundings, which 
in the case of tourism (especially for road trips) defeats 
the point of travelling. Recently, the use of other in- and 
output modalities for mobile tourist guides is being 
explored (Szymczak et al., 2012). In the case of output 
modalities the most promising are currently audio and 
haptic / tactile. By conveying information in a way users 
do not need to avert their eyes from their prioritized tasks, 
these systems reduce the interference with travel 
experience. 

The impact of Web 2.0 on travel experiences 
User-generated content (UGC) is believed to be the 
earliest form of social media (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010). 
In the domain of tourism, the most common form of UGC 
are reviews and ratings, which are often annotated with 
pictures. The majority of the reviewed research for this 
study concentrated on providing social network 
functionality both for tourism purposes and for in-car use.  

Axup et al. explored the concept of a pairing system to 
support social contact and exchange of travel information 
between backpackers (Axup et al., 2006). Many of the 
tourist applications designed for socialising purposes also 
integrated features that use location-based information. 
Trippple for example can be described as a location-based 
social networking app (Marcialis et al., 2012). Similar to 
Trippple, RoadTalk was designed for in-car use (Juhlin, 
2010). In an attempt to mitigate the risk of distraction the 
system relies on the audio modality for messages. Here 
the authors argued that in-car social interaction goes 
beyond negotiating the right of way and thus extended the 
system to allow sharing information about topics such as 
weather, road conditions, next stops, or simply 
exchanging impressions.  A topic that has always been 
controversially discussed with regards to social networks 
is privacy. In most systems with social features, messages 
can be read by all users. As people do not want to share 
every topic with strangers, different privacy levels should 
be included in such applications. Moreover, some study 
participants of the RoadTalk system asked for a way to 
contact particular persons instead of addressing the whole 
group (Axup et al., 2005).  

The application CliqueTrip aimed to explore experiences 
connected to relatedness in the domain of a car by 
providing a communication channel between cars that are 
on the same trip as part of a convoy (Knobel et al., 2012). 
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Their evaluation showed that the application fulfilled the 
need for relatedness as participants indeed felt as part of 
one group even though being in different cars. This 
concept has also been extended to motorcyclists by 
implementing the Hocman system (Esbjörnsson & 
Östergren, 2004). The application SoundPryer intended to 
provide a serendipitous shared experience (Juhlin, 2011; 
Östergren & Juhlin, 2006). Here, sharing music was 
meant to establish a link between people and giving them 
the feeling of being connected. 

While systems designed for tourists traditionally focus on 
the provision of information, with the emergence of 
social networks more and more applications integrate 
social features such as sharing content or sending 
messages. This indicates that socializing is perceived as a 
key factor in our daily lives. 

Serendipity 
In his keynote for the international conference on 
Computer-Human-Interaction1, Ethan Zuckermann’s 
keynote provides a good description of the origins and 
meanings of the term “serendipity”. He also makes an 
argument of how relying exclusively on filtered data (e.g. 
provided by Google or Facebook) inevitably makes us 
miss other information that would let us learn new things 
or view things from a different perspective.  In that 
context he describes cities as “serendipity engines” where 
we can encounter the “unexpected”.  We agree with 
Zuckermann that continuously relying on the same 
information sources might lead to us missing things 
(which lie on the sideways) that may be equally or more 
interesting to us. Our study aims to establish a concept 
that is able to reveal those things. Following the argument 
about the importance of social encounters and the fact 
that activities are usually more fun when being able to 
share them, we are seeking for opportunities to bring 
people with similar interests and context together. 

Research is prone to serendipity as sagacity is involved at 
most times. For instance, Fleming’s discovery of 
penicillin is a very happy and indeed epoch-making 
accident in terms of healing. In context of our study, a 
serendipitous situation would for instance occur when a 
tourist changed their original route based on the 
recommendation from a fellow traveller and consequently 
discovers something (e.g., a place) that they were not in 
quest of but really liked.  

RESEARCH APPROACH 
This research is situated at the intersection of tourism, 
community design, and automotive user interfaces. The 
study’s approach follows a user-centred design process. 
Alternating between user studies and incremental 
iterations of the prototype development throughout the 
project, we ensured that the end result would adhere to 
user requirements and display both good usability and 
user experience. The final product was then evaluated in a 
real-world setting to validate whether the tool helps to 
enhance the experience of drive tourists. 

                                                             

1 http://www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/2011/05/12/chi-
keynote-desperately-seeking-serendipity/ 

The first study’s objective was to gain insights on 
requirements of tourists in general and to identify general 
trends and preferences of tourists regarding mobile tourist 
applications. By employing the opportunity sampling 
approach, we recruited nine members of our lab, all 
experts in Human-Computer Interaction, for a one-
afternoon ideation workshop. Having experts from this 
field allowed us to consider both recent advances in 
mobile technology and challenges of such. In a first 
round, we asked participants to brainstorm individually 
about what aspects they were seeking when on vacation. 
Afterwards, we discussed their findings in a group 
session. As already hinted at in the literature review, the 
concept that all participants felt strongly about was social 
interaction.  

 

Figure 1. Photo taken during the field study. 

With the objective to explore this concept in more detail, 
we conducted a field study. For this study we joined a 
group of participants on a road trip where we observed 
participants’ behavior (Fig. 1). The researchers took notes 
for instance when participants were communicating with 
each other (i.e. topics, relations). Participants were 
instructed to use the mobile application Voxer. This chat 
application allows to both send audio and text-based 
messages. Prior to departure, a dedicated chat room was 
created within Voxer, which entailed adding the 
participants to a closed group. During the road trip all 
participants used the application to participate in the 
communication. Drivers were instructed to only use 
Voxer when the car was not in motion. Our analysis 
showed that the vast majority of messages served the 
purpose of conversation. Other topics included 
recommendations, reviews and general information. 
Overall, the road trip was valued as a “fun experience” as 
being able to connect with other participants made the trip 
more enjoyable. 

While Voxer proved to be a valid tool for people to 
communicate with each other while on the go, it is not 
suitable for tourists in our scenario. The main limitations 
include: 

• Pre-defined list of contacts 
• No profiles (e.g. stating interests) 
• No context-awareness 
• No sensing of people in proximity with similar 

context 
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• No opportunity to contact people based on their 
location 

Various recommendation tools for tourists already exist 
(e.g., Yelp, TripAdvisor). Several of them even offer 
interactive features that allow to contact people. 
However, these platforms lack the dynamic that ad-hoc 
encounters like we propose can provide. For one, 
although being updated regularly most of the 
recommendations are outdated or do not apply to the 
current circumstances. For example, a tourist wants to 
cross a mountain pass but it is not sure whether his or her 
car will make it across as it has been snowing very 
heavily the last days. The tourist finds a review online 
mentioning that any car can cross the pass. However, that 
post had been posted a week ago when it had not started 
snowing yet. Likewise, it is often impossible to know the 
circumstances of when a recommendation was created. 
Judging whether this author’s perception or preferences 
would match one’s own is also hard to tell. Furthermore, 
even given the possibility to contact others, only in rare 
cases people would still be around the area and thus be 
able to relate to current circumstances. 

Due to these limitations, we decided to develop our own 
system that by encompassing the stated functionalities 
would enhance the during-trip experience of drive 
tourists.  

Based on the findings of the exploratory and the field 
study, we created a wire-frame based prototype of a 
mobile tourist guide. The core functionalities of this first 
version included being able to send and receive text as 
well as audio-based messages from tourists who share 
similar context (i.e. destination, interests). This initial 
concept was evaluated by experts in the field of (mobile) 
human-computer interaction. Their recommendations led 
to further refinements resulting in a second version of the 
prototype. With the intention to explore different 
approaches for the application, we created a third version, 
which concentrated on the core concept of sending and 
receiving messages from fellow travelers with a similar 
context. 

Another user study was conducted to determine which 
aspects within those three prototypes would help 
accomplish the study’s goal of establishing a feeling of 
relatedness and community between a group of drive 
tourists that do not know each other. The participants’ 
assessment was used to create the final prototype. 
Overall, the idea of being able to communicate with 
fellow travellers was perceived as a nice way to 
“socialize, make new friends, meet people, go somewhere 
else.” 

TRAVELPAL – THE PROTOTYPE 
The main goal of this research was to test how we can 
enhance the experience of drive tourists through social 
interaction (Jacucci et al., 2007). To accomplish this, the 
application allows users to communicate with fellow 

travelers who share a similar context. This 
communication can for example be beneficial when 
seeking recommendations for the trip or to arrange ad hoc 
meet-ups. Before starting a road trip, users would enter 
information regarding their context: 

• set the trip’s destination, 

• enter their interests, 

• create a user profile (i.e. demographics), 

• set a range around their position and their destination 
(discovery range), defining the radius that ought to be 
considered as relevant for finding fellow travelers 
(TravelPals), 

• configure the application’s behavior in terms of privacy 

and receiving messages

Hence, which travelers will be able to contact users is 
mainly dependent on their current position and their 
destination. TravelPals are displayed on a map and a list. 
Users can view the profiles of TravelPals, in order to help 
them determine whether this person is worthy of 
contacting for getting recommendations. The envisioned 
application allows sending both text and audio messages. 
Incoming text messages are read aloud. Users can 
determine whether incoming messages should be played 
automatically or after a self-defined delay. 

IMPLEMENTATION 
This section gives a brief overview of the overall system 
architecture. The system consists of two main parts being 
the server side and the mobile client side.  

Mobile client 

The client side was implemented as an iOS-based mobile 
application and represents the system’s only input and 
output interface. Users can choose between three levels of 
privacy: (a) hide interests; (b) hide entire profile (includes 
a), and; (c) hide current position (includes b). 

For the discovery range, users can choose between three 
pre-defined ranges: small, medium, and large. An 
optional feature is the ability to activate or deactivate the 
exploreMode. If turned off, users will not receive any 
messages that have been sent in the discovery range of 
their current position. Hence, they only get 
recommendations or posts in general about their 
destination. This might be desired by tourists who are 
either familiar with the route or have a tight schedule and 
thus do not have time to explore further surroundings. 

The main interface of the application is a map that 
displays additional information (cf. Figure 3). After a user 
has entered his or her details (e.g. interests) as well as the 
travel destination, using the user’s current position the 
server determines which other currently active users 
classify as this user’s TravelPals (i.e. fulfill conditions 
listed in the following paragraph). This classification is  
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Figure 2: Illustration of the three cases determining whether two users are TravelPals. 

executed whenever the map view is loaded or a user 
sends a message. Broadcast messages will be sent to and 
saved in the server’s database first, before being 
forwarding to all TravelPals of this particular user. For 
messages directed to a specific user (i.e. single cast) are 
also stored in the database and then forwarded via Push 
Notification to the receiver. 

Server side  
The server side is a self-implemented web service that 
comprises a database that stores all data and a backend 
system, which contains the system’s functionality and 
core logic. The internal database of the server stores two  

categories of data: (a) profile information about 
TravelPals, and; (b) sent messages. 

The core application logic includes the evaluation of 
which users share a TravelPal-relationship (Fig. 2) and 
which user should receive what message. For this logic 
the concept of the discovery range is essential. In Figure 
2, the range is indicated as a blue circle (dotted line) for 
the current position and a red circle for the destination. 

 (a) Pal in discovery range of user’s position. In this 
situation both users reside in the same area. Being able to 
communicate, the two tourists could for example agree to 
spend time together or exchange information about places 
that the other might also want to see.  

(b) Pal in discovery range of user’s destination. One user 
is currently at the area where another user wants to go. 
Topics for conversation here could be sharing the current 
weather situation or relevant facts (e.g. whether a 4WD is 
needed to reach a certain point). 

 (c) Pal’s destination in discovery range of user’s 
destination. Both users want to visit approximately the 
same area. Given the ability to send messages to each 
other, those tourists might agree to travel together or 
share facts about the destination. 

To understand the logic of who will receive a message 
and how the receivers are notified, “user” needs to be 
exchanged with “message” in the enumeration above. For 
singlecast messages the logic of who will receive the 
message is straightforward as the sender had to 
previously select the receiver. Receivers are informed of 

an incoming message by push notification. This 
notification contains the unique identifier for the 
particular message as well as the content of the message. 
In case of an audio message the file name is used. 

FIELD STUDY 
In order to evaluate to what extent our prototype 
implemented the requirements gathered in our previous 
studies, we conducted a field study. Our aim was to 
explore the general concept of the developed application 
in a real-world, in-the-wild setting. Hence, we were 
looking for participants who had either an expertise in 
human-computer interaction or belonged to the user 
group of tourists. Marcialis et al. (2012) pointed out that 
involving experts in field studies can help avoid lexical 
and methodological problems and simultaneously 
facilitate the accomplishment of the aim, even with a 
small group of research participants. We ensured that 
participants saw the trip as a leisure trip (e.g., by going on 
a Saturday) and not as an academic research project. That 
way we would be able to not only simulate, but indeed 
have a real tourist road trip. To offer a tourist like 
situation, we picked a destination that none of the 
participants were familiar with. Overall, this study setup 
resembles our previous field trip. Participants were again 
recruited from the lab and their close friends.  

Study setup 
Six people (5 male, 1 female) answered our call for study 
participants, what translated to having two cars on the 
road trip. Four were members of the lab. The other two 
were friends of those participants and could be counted as 
tourists. With none of the participants being older than 
thirty years, we again had a young cohort. After installing 
the software on two devices, we gave the participants a 
brief introduction on how to use the app. Almost all of the 
participants had been part of one of the previous studies 
and hence knew the basic concept of the project and its 
aims. To ensure that both groups would be TravelPals, 
participants were instructed to set their destination to the 
same given location.  

The entire trip can be structured into three phases: 1) 
leaving Brisbane (driving as convoy); 2) mountains and 
coast (separate trips); 3) meeting in Byron Bay. Figure 3 
shows a replicated screenshot of the application taken 
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shortly before phase 3. The route the participants took 
during the road trip is an important factor in this study as 
it affects the relevance of the messages being sent via the 
application. 

As in the previous road study, all participants were using 
the application, while drivers only actively used it when 
the car was not in motion. Drivers still used the 
application passively while driving as both groups had 
mounted the mobile devices to the car’s dashboard. This 
allowed all participants to hear messages. One of the 
driver commented on that in the post-interview by saying 
that he really appreciated the audio feature as it included 
him in the experience of using the system and the 
communication although he could not actively take part. 

 

Figure 3. Replicated screenshot of the prototype during 
the evaluation study. 

Findings 
In total 35 messages were sent via the application. 30 of 
them were text-based, the rest were audio messages. 
Figure 4 shows some of those messages. The messages 
can be divided into four main categories: (a) bugs and 
errors; (b) location enquiries; (c) conversations, and; (d) 
recommendations. The first half of the road trip was 
clearly dominated by messages of category (a). Car one 
(which was not accompanied by a researcher) needed 
more time to fully understand the prototype. With the 
beginning of phase two the focus of the messages shifted 
to location enquiry and conversation. As the cars could no 

longer see each other, the participants wanted to know 
what the other was doing and where exactly they were. 
Moreover, both groups started to tell the others about 
their activities and experiences. The application was used 
once to send a recommendation.  

Converting the content of messages into speech 
occasionally caused some problems. Words containing 
typos were in some cases skipped by the framework what 
made certain messages “confusing” and left the 
participants clueless of its meaning. Although sentences 
are read aloud almost fluently, most libraries that offer 
text-to-speech still have problems in recognizing 
colloquial language and typos. The latter was a big issue 
during this study. Even with features like auto-correction, 
when typing on a smartphone and sitting in a moving car, 
it is hard to spell each word correctly. 

In the follow-up interviews, we encouraged the 
participants to reflect on their experience and compare it 
to previous road trips. Almost all participants stated that 
in most cases the main intention of sending messages had 
been to find out where the other group was and what they 
were doing. During phase 2 there had been multiple 
occasions where recommendations would have been 
helpful, as both groups were exploring unfamiliar terrain. 
However, at that time the two phones could not receive 
messages as they were too far apart. In this case condition 
C (see Figure 2) should have applied, but due to a mistake 
in the algorithm did not. In one of those situations group 
one wanted to ask for recommendations on where to go 
for lunch. But as participants in car two were too far away 
from the location of car one and had not passed it 
previously, they would not have been able to share 
insights about the area anyway. Hence, it can be said that 
the relevance and also usefulness of a message in the case 
of our application depends among other things on the 
distance as well as the location of the sender and receiver 
of that particular message. 

Some of the participants stated that the road trip had been 
a good experience as the loose planning allowed them to 
discover new things. Discovering new things and 
serendipity in general were some of the concepts we 
aimed to achieve with the application. With users of the 
application posting recommendations, other users would 
in the best case be inspired to try (new) things they were 
not in quest of. One participant particularly praised the 
possibility of sending and receiving recommendations. In 
his opinion this was the “best thing about it.” 

Concerning the feeling of connectedness and community, 
participants had quite different impressions. One 
participant stated that he did not feel a huge connection 
between the groups, seeing that the cars were on 
“separate journeys.” Another participant stated that she 
felt connected to the other group when she could see them 
on the map. One participant rated the trip as 
“entertaining” because of the “sense of community” and 
the “shared experience.” A different participant told us 
that after hearing the stories from the other group he felt 
as if he had experienced it too, even though he had not 
been there in person. Participants of this study indicated 
that when on holidays, they would like to connect with 
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and meet people based on similar context (e.g. same 
destination). Establishing an active connection with those 
people was said to be clearly desirable. Meeting other 
people has been noted to be an integral part of many 
tourists experiences (Brown & Chalmers, 2003). 
Furthermore, when on holidays barriers for social contact 
are said to be lower, which supports our assumption that 
tourists would also be willing to meet up with total 
strangers in order to share recommendations or do 
activities together.  

  
Figure 4. Screenshot displaying some of the messages 

sent during the evaluation study. 

With regard to the preferred modality when sending or 
receiving messages, participants highlighted that text is 
more reliable in the sense that messages would not be 
subject to misunderstanding due to bad audio quality or 
accents. The latter is a very likely factor to be considered 
as tourists are often people from different nations 
speaking a foreign language. Moreover, participants 
clearly distinguished their preferences for modalities 
between when communicating with strangers and with 
friends. They stated that for strangers they would start the 
conversation by sending text-based messages. Later on, 
after having gotten to know the person, they would switch 
to audio. Participants stressed that the voice itself and the 
way they speak (e.g., choice of words) or form sentences 
reveals a lot about their character. Yet, for that reason 
users liked having the audio feature because they could 
“imagine what the person is like by hearing [their] 
voice.” The participants further elaborated on the 
advantages of audio. For example in contrast to typing 
being “really slow,” audio would be the easier and faster 
input modality. 

CONCLUSION 
This study explored ways of enhancing the experience of 
drive tourism and road trips while keeping in mind safety 
requirements. While there has been plenty of work 
researching the planning phase of travel, this research 
project aimed to fill a gap by focusing on the during trip 
experience. The user acceptance and benefits of adding a 
social aspect to road trips was investigated in more detail. 

In the context of this project, a prototype application was 
designed and developed based on the results of a 
literature review and two exploratory studies. The design 
process followed a user-centred approach comprising 
several user studies that formed the basis of multiple 
iterations of the prototype. The final application was then 
evaluated in an actual road trip. 

The user studies not only helped improve the prototype 
but also offered an extensive insight to drive tourism and 
how tourists interact with mobile technology during their 
holiday. Participants noted that recommendations were 
their preferred source of travel-related information and 
getting those from locals or experienced travellers made 
them even more valuable. While some participants 
claimed that they would be hesitant to contact strangers, 
they did see the benefit of getting highly relevant and up-
to-date information. Judging from the participants’ 
actions and feedback, the application proved valuable for 
drive tourists. It was noted that enabling communication 
and an exchange of recommendations with strangers 
establishes a sense of connectedness and community, 
which did enhance the overall experience of the road trip. 
Participants especially endorsed the application’s 
potential to meet new people and discover new things.  

Moreover, by offering the option of composing either text 
or audio-based messages, the results of this project can 
also be consulted to explore which input and output 
modalities users prefer in what kind of driving situations. 

It is important to be aware of the study’s limitations when 
interpreting its results. For one, the sample size for the 
evaluation was quite small, considering that we only had 
two cars travelling on the route. Furthermore, the 
participants did not quite belong to our target group. First, 
because almost half of them were not actually tourists and 
secondly because almost all participants knew each other 
from being either colleagues or friends. Those two 
aspects definitely influenced the communication (e.g. 
more conversation) happening during the road trip and 
therefore also the results of this study. In our case, 
participants were mostly using the system to have a 
conversation instead of sharing insights about places such 
as recommendations as where to go for lunch. The 
participants arguably appropriated the system in the way 
they did because they knew each other, but also because 
they both were in different areas that were unfamiliar to 
both groups. The fact that they did ask for 
recommendations (once explicitly and other times 
through inquiring the other’s location), leaves us to 
believe that the system serves the purpose of being 
valuable as source for both information and social 
encounters. In order to validate the found tendencies more 
evaluation studies have to be conducted.  

Future work should include a more broad and extensive 
evaluation of the presented system. While a field study 
(here road trip) is the appropriate method, it should 
involve more participants that are actual tourists that do 
not know each other. This will allow a more valid 
analysis of types of communication and addressed topics. 
Another aspect that could be explored in future work is 
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the difference of effects and usage of the system of lone 
drivers versus groups.  
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